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WINTER  

2016 

 
NEW AFFORDABLE HOMES IN 

LOCHABER 

The Association is delighted that our Development 

programme has begun to pay dividends for the people of 

Lochaber. 

During the summer, 3 homes for affordable social rent 

were completed in Kilchoan with families moving in at the 

end of August. 

The homes were designed by Fort William 
architects,Kearney Donald Partnership, and built at a cost of £381,865 by S&K MacDonald Homes Ltd. 
 
Curlew Place in Lochyside, slightly later than anticipated,  welcomed its new residents, on 21st November 
2016. 
 
This new development consists of 8 homes for affordable social rent and 2 homes available to buy under the 
LIFT shared equity scheme and was built at a cost of just over £1 million. 
 
These homes were designed by D. Kelly Design of Fort William and constructed by Spean Bridge 
contractor, R.E.Campbell Joinery Ltd. 
 
Funding for both of these projects came from the Scottish Government and Lochaber Housing Association 
with private finance provided by Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) Bank 
 
 

To welcome our new tenants the 
Association placed all the 
addresses for the 2 developments 
into a draw and selected a home in 
each development.  The winning 
recipients were then presented with 
a hamper. 
 
Pictured to the left are Mr & Mrs 
Frame from Canach Cottages, 
Kilchoan and pictured above is Mrs 
J Smissen-Smith from Curlew Place 
in Lochyside,  receiving their 
hampers from Irene Cameron their 
Housing Officer.  
 

PLEASE NOTE  
 

Our offices will be 
closed on Friday 23rd 
December at 4.00pm 

and re-open on 
Thursday 5th January 

at 10am. 
 

To report an 
emergency repair 

Telephone  
 

0845 038 0027 
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Message from our Chief Executive 

From time to time in the winter I use this column to repeat a straight forward message 

about frost precaution and insurance cover. I make no apology for this.                 

I am sure you will be reading the frost precaution information within this Newsletter. 

Please do read this very carefully and if you have any questions at all please do 

contact our Asset Management team which will be only too pleased to offer advice and 

even visit you at home.  

No matter how hard you try to prevent frozen pipes our winters can be so harsh that we need a back-up plan, 

and that’s where having adequate insurance to cover the replacement of the contents of your home comes in. 

As I write this piece, the frost is thick on the ground outside my office window. Pretty as this is in the run up to 

Christmas, it is a timely reminder too that, at this time of year, we are all vulnerable to cold and frost attacks 

on our pipes!  

If you are not insured, I ask you - could you afford to replace all your belongings if your pipes burst? And I say 

again, as I have before, - without insurance, I know I couldn’t! 

In recent years a number of our tenants have had pipes burst in the freezing temperatures, and in more than 

one case the resulting flooding in a property meant that our tenants lost everything in their homes. I need to 

remind you that Lochaber Housing Association is not responsible for insuring the contents of your 

property.  This means that if there is a fire, flood or theft – whatever the circumstances – the Association 

will not be liable to replace your belongings.  Even if it is something in your property that has failed – for 

example burst pipes or a leaking or burst cylinder – you will have to meet the cost of replacing what is 

damaged.  This could mean that you have to meet the cost of replacing your carpets, furniture, clothes, 

TV, stereo, Christmas presents – anything that has been ruined. 

However, you need have no need to worry because you can insure your belongings for a modest 

sum. More information is provided on page 10 of this newsletter.   

I would like to finish though on a more cheery and festive note, and wish you, on behalf of 

everyone here at Lochaber Housing Association, a Merry Christmas and a Happy New 

Year. 

Jumper For Joy! 

 

Staff at Lochaber Housing Association took part in the recent Save 
the Children Christmas Jumper Day. 

The event invited participants to wear their Christmas jumper and 
donate £2 to help towards making a serious difference to the lives 
of children around the world.  

A raffle helped to boost the collection, while a Christmas cake 
donated by a staff member was sold by the slice.    

The event proved to be a real success. Participating staff pictured 
to the right are Shelley MacRae, Receptionist, and Neil MacDonald, 
Housing Management Modern Apprentice. 

 
Remember! An appointment guarantees that you see your Housing Officer. 
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CHRISTMAS CARD WINNERS 

The Association again played host to a Lochaber 

primary school.   

Ellen Munro and her school mates from Ardgour 

Primary School visited local company Printsmith at the 

Nevis Bank Industrial Estate to watch Ellen’s winning 

design turned into the Association’s Christmas card 

2016. 

  

Primary schools throughout Lochaber had entered the competition which has been running since 2006.  The 

standard remains high with staff at the Association faced with the difficult decision to find only one winner. 

Our website www.lochaberhousing.org.uk is showing some of the runners up entries in “the gallery”. 

The children and their teachers then visited LHA’s offices 

for juice and cakes, Aileen and Alistair, both staff members, 

took the children for an informative tour around the offices.  

As a prize, Ellen received her design framed and an art set.   

The Association would like to thank our good friends at 

Printsmith for their contribution. 
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WIINTER DRIVING  

Driving in the winter is very different than driving at other times of the year. Adverse weather and longer 
periods of darkness makes driving more hazardous. A single journey may take us into very different 
weather, road and traffic conditions, so we need to be prepared. 

Prepare your vehicle.  Before winter starts, check that:- 

Lights are clean and working, windscreen, wiper blades and other windows are clean and the washer bottle 
filled with screen wash 

Tyre condition, tread depth and pressure (of all tyres, including the spare) 

Brakes are working, fluids, especially windscreen wash, anti-freeze and oil are topped up 

If you decide you must travel:- 

Let someone know where you are going and what time you hope to arrive 

Make sure your fuel tank is full 

Take a fully charged mobile phone with you and hope you have a signal! 

Clear your windows and mirrors completely of snow and ice before you set off 

Emergency kit:- 

Sturdy boots, warm clothing and waterproofs  

A shovel and a hazard warning triangle, torch and first aid kit 

Emergency rations of food and drink and a mobile phone 

Driving in snow or ice:- 

Reduce you speed and avoid harsh braking, acceleration or sharp steering 

Avoid using your brakes, get into a low gear earlier than normal and allow your speed to fall gradually 

Increase the gap between you and the vehicle in front. You may need up to TEN TIMES the normal stopping 
distance 

Be aware of isolated ice patches, following a thaw near water and bridges in particular. 

Keep Safe 

CHIMNEY CLEANING 
Health and Safety Regulations recommend that chimneys should be swept at least once a year 

for safety and also to comply with property insurance.  Lochaber Housing Association  include 

chimney cleaning in our cyclical maintenance programme.  We have instructed a chimney sweep to carry 

out one clean per year.  However please be aware that if you burn a lot of wood you may require to have 

two cleans carried out in a year to avoid a chimney fire. The chimney sweep will advise whether or not, you 

require two cleans.  If a second clean is required tenants will be responsible to organise this directly with 

the chimney sweep and cover the cost themselves. 

If appointments are not kept you will be recharged. 
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Be@home is a one stop shop offering any person, across all tenures, access to a range of practical services 

that can help you live at home independently, safely and with confidence.  So regardless of whether you live 

in a Housing Association or Council property or own your own home, Be@home is the place to come. We 

offer a range of services which will increase your choice as the customer and will help you live at home safely 

and independently.  We want to improve your experience in ensuring that you are given choices and that you 

are at the heart of the decision making process. 

Be@Home offers a menu of services which are available as follows:- 
 

Aids  & Equipment 
Technology Enabled Care including Telecare 
Energy Efficiency, Fire Safety Check & Housing Advice 
Small Repairs and Handyperson Services 
Support for people living with Dementia and their carers 
Adaptations and Improvements to their homes 
Advice and information on Housing Options 
Health & Wellbeing through High Life Highland 

 
For further information see the enclosed leaflet. 

Christmas Quiz Answers 

 

1.  H2O    
2. Christmas tree   
3. UNICEF   
4. Poinsettia   
5. Wine   
6. Sound of the Underground    
7. Australia  
8. Pakistan  
9. Anthony Hopkins  
10.Tracy  
11.C   
12. Walking in the Air (from 
The Snowman)  
13. Capricorn   
14. The Night Before Christ-
mas   
15. A Charlie Brown Christ-
mas (1965)  
16. Arizona and Florida   
17. Mary's Boy Child (Harry 

Belafonte and Boney M, 
respectively)  

18. Beagle 2   
19. The Stone of Destiny  

CANINE PARTNERS 

Association tenant Fiona Bárcenas from Claggan would like to introduce 

everyone to her dog Barnum. 

Barnum is no ordinary dog he has been 

trained by Canine Partners a UK charity 

whose aim is to transform the lives of  people 

living with disabilities. 

Barnum supports his mistress in many ways 

including, answering the door, helping Fiona 

dress herself, he can empty the washing 

machine and in the event Fiona becomes 

unwell, he can summon help for her. 

Fiona said “As well as being a good companion, Barnum has transformed my 

life for the better in so many ways”. 

Our summer newsletter will feature further information about Fiona and 

Barnum. 
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 Annual General Meeting 

On Monday 29th August the Association held its Annual General   Meeting, 
the audience heard that a total of 37 new affordable homes are  currently 
under construction across Lochaber – with around 100 more planned over 
the next three years – thanks to the successful development partnership 
between  Lochaber Housing Association and the Highlands Small 
Communities Housing Trust (HSCHT). 

The encouraging news follows a financially challenging period which forced the Association – in common 
with other housing associations - to take the difficult decision to stop building new homes back in 2012. 

Welcoming the successful development partnership with HSCHT, Hugh Donaldson, new Chair of LHA, said: 
“Our current ambitions extend to delivering approximately 100 more affordable homes over the next three 
years. 

“The Scottish Government has committed to providing sufficient grant support to deliver 50,000 new          
affordable homes across Scotland by 2020 and we – and the Highland Council – are determined to see that 
Lochaber plays its part. 

“We will be reviewing our borrowing capacity once more and, with the help of Scottish Government           
advantageous funding terms – such as bond finance – we are hopeful that I will be able to confirm next year 
that we can deliver even more new affordable housing.” 

The Association has a long-standing relationship with HSCHT in trying to develop and deliver innovative   
solutions to the affordable housing shortage in Lochaber, an arrangement 
formalised into a partnership agreement with the Trust in 2014. 

The evening concluded with presentations to the 
following tenants who had all achieved the top prize 
in our gardening competition. 

 
Best Garden Winner:- 
Martin Calam, 3 Old Banavie Road.  
 
Best Tubs/Pots:- 
Mrs Carron MacKinnon, 17 Achariach, Claggan.   
 
Best Vegetable Patch 
Wallace Dempster, 7 Canon Gillies Place, Arisaig. 
Wallace is only 15 years of age and only recently took up gardening.  

 
Twenty nine local charities and community groups each received a cheque 
for £200 from LHA’s Community Fund.  Find out how these groups used the money on pages 8 & 9. 

OUR POWER 

Our Power is a new energy supply company established by Scottish social housing providers who want to 
make the energy industry work better for the residents and communities they serve.  

Our Power aims to reduce heat and fuel costs by passing benefits from the energy sector to our 
communities.  We do this by not paying dividends to shareholders, by finding the most efficient ways to 
operate, by generating our own power and by reinvesting any profits to benefit our customers and their 

communities.  

Find out more about the benefits of registering with Our Power in the enclosed leaflet. 
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Background   
185 tenants replied to a postal questionnaire issued 
to all tenants during April and May 2016.   The survey 
was carried out by an independent consultant, to 
determine tenants’ views on the services provided by 
Lochaber Housing Association. 
 
This is a summary of the findings.   Should you wish 
to view the whole report, please contact our reception 
on 01397 702530. 
  
Summary of Findings  
 
Communication 
 
89% of tenants agree that the Association is very 
good or fairly good at keeping them informed about 
services available and decisions being made.   This 
represents a slight increase from the previous survey 
in 2013 (88%). 
 
Participation 
 
Here, 82% of tenants agree LHA were very good or 
fairly good at providing opportunities to participate.   
This is up by 3% on the results for 2013, and 2% 
higher than the average for all housing associations 
in Scotland. 
 
Overall Satisfaction Levels 
 
85% of our tenants were very satisfied or fairly 
satisfied with the Association’s services in 2016.   
This is close to, but just slightly behind the average 
for housing associations in Scotland (88%).   
 
Value for Money 
 
78% of tenants agreed that the rent they paid to 
Lochaber Housing Association was very good or fairly 
good value for money.   This is 2% higher than the 
average for all housing associations in Scotland 
(76%), and represents a continuation of the higher-
than-average score for this factor (78% in 2013). 
 
Quality of Housing 
 
In 2016, 82% of tenants were very or fairly satisfied 
with the quality of their home.   Though the ‘fairly 
satisfied’ response has overall decreased, the 
percentage of people saying they were ‘very satisfied’ 
has risen - from 40% (in 2013) to 42% (in 2016).   
The result for 2016 is somewhat lower than the 
average for housing associations in Scotland (87%). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Repairs and Maintenance 
 
From the three-yearly survey in 2016, 81% of tenants 
were very satisfied or fairly satisfied with the repairs 
and maintenance service.  The percentage of people 
who were ‘very satisfied’ has risen slightly – from 
60% (in 2013) to 61% (in 2016), but the percentage of  
people who were ‘fairly satisfied’ has notably 
reduced.   A three-yearly survey is a ‘snapshot’ of 
tenants’ views at one particular point, and satisfaction 
with repairs is also analysed closely on a quarterly 
basis, by a questionnaire sent to everyone who has 
repairs carried out.   The returns from these ongoing 
surveys present a more favourable picture:  93% very 
satisfied or fairly satisfied with the repairs service in 
2015 / 16 – which compares well with the average for 
housing associations in Scotland (91% very satisfied 
or fairly satisfied).  
 
Actions following the Survey 
 
While overall satisfaction with the Association’s 
services is good, the survey did find that perceptions 
varied across the wider Lochaber area, with some 
areas expressing less satisfaction than others over a 
number of LHA services.   With the help of 
Knowledge Partnership, our consultants for the 
survey, we propose to set up a series of focus groups 
in the areas concerned so that we can look, with 
tenants, at what should be done to make any 
necessary improvements.    
 
We are required to carry out a survey every three 
years, but some questions in the survey ask for a 
response to tenants’ experiences of our services over 
the past twelve months.   We feel it would clearly be 
better if these questions were asked every twelve 
months, so that we can get a more detailed picture of 
how tenants view our services in these key areas, by 
targeting the questions to those who have received 
these services.   We therefore propose to survey 
tenants concerned, on a short range of relevant 
questions, on an annual basis, rather than relying 
purely on the three-yearly survey.   This will enable us 
to know, sooner, how people respond to these 
questions, and enable us to take any necessary 
action more quickly and more effectively. 
 
      

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM THE 2016 TENANT SATISFACTION SURVEY 
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‘Fèis Lochabair is looking forward to celebrating it's 25th 

birthday starting with the week fèis from 31st July to 4th 

August next year! We offer classes for 0-18 yr olds to 

encourage the Gaelic language and culture and welcome 

those who have no Gaelic to those that are fluent, in an 

encouraging atmosphere.’ 

Abbeyfield - “Some of the garden furniture we were 

able to purchase with the aid of the community fund, 

making a great addition to our residents garden” 

‘Ardgour Improvements are raising funds to refurbish the 

North Corran playpark in Ardgour.  We aim to have the work 

carried out in 2017 and every penny is going towards new 

equipment, fencing and safety surfacing.  Follow us on   

Facebook for updates and to find out about our fundraising 

events.  Thanks to Lochaber Housing Association for 

donating £200 from the Community Fund, we are delighted 

to have your support, it means a lot.’        

 

‘We all look forward to this weekly lunch and so we are 
very grateful for your support.  

We couldn’t do without it!! 

Thanks again and all the best from all of us in the 
Arisaig Lunch Club’ 

‘Lochaber Rural Education Trust purchased a washer/dryer from the 

Community Fund.  Our new life skills programme has been a great 

success and the purchase of the washer/dryer has been a welcome 

addition and will allow us to incorporate basic life skills to all future 

sessions.  Thank you. ‘ 

 
‘Kilmallie Community Council’s 32 page quarterly newsletter is delivered free to 
all homes in Kilmallie: it helps to inform, entertain and engage members of our 
community, and helps us to highlight local issues like the need for safe crossing 
points of the A830.’ 
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‘Lochaber Shinty Club Ladies 1st Team won the Valerie Fraser Cup and 

Lochaber Ladies Development Team won the Development league and 

will progress to the North Division 2 next season.  If it wasn't for funding 

from Lochaber Housing Association we would struggle to equip the new 

ladies with what they require to play. We are very grateful to LHA for 

funding.’ 

 

‘Some of the Lighthouse Church members  at a service in Mallaig 
hall. We have services there every week and one Sunday a month 
in the Astley hall, Arisaig. We have also had services in Knoydart, 
Glenuig, Acharacle and Kinlochmoidart and link with other 
Christians in the Fort William and wider area.  
Our website is www.mallaig.org’ 

‘Friends of the Old Fort have enhanced the old fort within the       
remaining walls and surrounds. Information boards, picnic furniture, 
imitation cannons, planters and pathways have been installed giving 
a much more friendly welcoming experience to visitors and locals 
alike, and there are plans to do more. 

With the generous award from LHA this year, we bought paint to 
refresh all furniture, cannons and planters and buy plants to fill them. 
Thank you very much.’ 

Lochaber District Gaelic Choir travelled to the Royal 

National Mod in Stornoway and won the Margaret 

Duncan trophy  for the second year running. They 

are preparing for  the National Mod which will be 

hosted in Lochaber  in 2017. 

Spean Bridge Toddlers bought sports equipment with 

help from the LHA Community Fund. 

Some of the local groups who 

benefitted from a donation of 

£200 each from the LHA 

Community Fund. 

http://www.mallaig.org
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INSURANCE  

Did you know? 

The Association insures the structure of your home. 

However, we do not insure the contents of your 

home. 

We strongly advise you to take out contents 

insurance so that if the worst happens your insurers 

would cover the costs for you. 

Thistle Tenant Risk can offer you a low cost contents 

insurance scheme. 

Contact them on 0845 601 7007 or visit their website 

for more details. 

www.thistletenants-scotland.co.uk 

CLAGGAN RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION 
 
Following its inaugural meeting on Monday 5th 
September, the Claggan Residents’ Association 
appointed Armando Bárcenas as their new Chair. 
 
Armando commented that “Having never previously 
been a member of any residents/tenants 
Associations, this is a completely new role for myself. 
I am extremely excited and committed assuming the 
role of Chair. I will work hard to ensure that we 
maintain excellent communication levels and continue 
with ongoing work and improvement projects for our 
community in the Claggan Estate”. 
 
Armando has been joined by Mary Ashworth, Vice 
Chair, Marie MacMillan, Treasurer and the following 
members: Neil MacLeod, Lynne McQuillan, Christine 
Stone, Caroline MacDonald, Mairi Logan, Sarah 
McEwan, Berit McIntosh, Helen Quigg, Fiona 
Bárcenas. 
 
Armando continued “I thank all the members for their 
support and I am really look forward to working with 
them”. 

Thanks were also given to Kate MacLennan (Tenant 
Participation Officer); Margaret Boyd ( VAL); David 
MacLaren (LHA) & Cllr Brian Murphy (Highland 
Council), for their continued valuable advice and 
support to help the Association come together.  
 
Armando said “We look forward to the coming year 
and working in partnership with the local authorities 
and services to make Claggan a much better 
community”. 
 
The Claggan Residents Association had their first 
Walkabout around the Claggan Estate with members 
of local housing associations and local services.  The 
Walkabout gave the Claggan Residents’ Association 
a great opportunity to meet and discuss issues which 
were highlighted, together with a look to the future. 
 
The Claggan Residents@ Association meet on the 
first Monday of every month at VAL, An Drochaid, 
Claggan Rd, Fort William PH33 6PH at 7:00pm till 
8:30pm.  All Claggan residents are invited to attend. 
 

 Step Count Challenge 

Three teams of Lochaber Housing 

Association staff took part in the Paths for 

All Step Count Challenge over four weeks 

in November. Over 260 workplaces 

across Scotland took 

part and recorded their 

steps using pedometers. 

The total number of 

steps is being tallied for 

the 2016 challenge. The 

LHA teams have 

enjoyed the challenge 

and members have 

been feeling the benefits 

of walking, dancing, 

swimming and running but it looks like 

Aileen Duncan may be an LHA winner 

after running two half marathons ! 

 
 If you are a tenant and you apply for Universal Credit please notify your Housing Officer. 
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Visit our website at  www.lochaberhousing.org.uk 

To report a repair, to apply for housing, to get involved   

to read our latest news articles 

The website is packed with lots of interesting information about the 
Association 

GOING FORWARD; A SIMPLER AND CLEARER RENT STRUCTURE 
FOR THE FUTURE 

 
It has always been our aim to ensure our rents are affordable, that they compare favourably with other 
housing associations, and that similar properties have similar rents. 
 
Of course, there will always be different rent levels for different sizes of property, but we want to make 
things even fairer, so we have recently completed a comprehensive analysis of our rents, and the way we 
set them.   For the last eighteen months we have been working with an independent consultant, who has 
been leading a Rent Review Group comprising of staff, Board members, and representation from our 
tenants’ group Your Voice.   The goal has been to establish a rent structure that will be easily understood, 
simple, fair, transparent and, above all, affordable.  
 
From April 2017, and going forward for the next nine years, we plan that rents should track changes to the 
minimum wage, as they happen each year, so that the amount of rent you pay per month should never be 
more than 25% of whatever the monthly minimum wage is at any time, based on 1 person working 35 hours 
per week (in a one-bedroomed property) and 1.5 people working (in a two-bedroomed property and above).    
This means that rents will be linked directly to a simple measure of affordability, based on the minimum 
wage, and that we will be able to guarantee this affordability for the future.     
 
We also propose to simplify the way we calculate our rents.   In future we would start off with a basic 
minimum amount, and then add on the main things that can make a difference:  property type (house or 
flat), number of bedrooms, and the property condition.   It’s a simpler recipe, which means in future there will 
be less variation in the rents people pay for properties that are of a similar type. 
 
As well as being affordable though, we also need to ensure our income is sufficient to meet our 
commitments going forward.   Investing in homes and communities is a priority for us.   The Association 
continues to grow, not only with new properties, but with investment in existing homes to ensure tenants can 
continue to live in high-quality accommodation.   Rents are a major part of our income, so we need to 
ensure that we have sufficient funding for our capital investment programme into the future.   Leigh Winfield, 
Housing Services Co-ordinator, said “With our new rent structure we will be able to meet all our ongoing 
commitments, and at the same time ensure our rents continue to 
be affordable for everyone, both now and for the future”. 
 
We are in the process of consulting you about our rent proposals 
for 2017 / 18, providing you with a full range of information about 
the proposals and what they entail, and asking you what you think 
about them.   Our commitment to customer care means that we 
take your views seriously. 
 
You really can make a difference by taking part in this survey – so 
look out for it when it drops through your letterbox, and return the 
short questionnaire to us.   There are just a few questions you’ll 
need to answer, and postage is free! 
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( Answers on Page  5 ) 

Leftover Turkey Soup 

 

To make tasty turkey stock, take your largest cooking pot and 
break the turkey bones into it .Cover with water, bring up to 
simmering point, then simmer for 2 hours. 
 
Ingredients 
1 litre homemade turkey stock or 2 
chicken stock cubes 
2 carrots peeled and chopped  
1 parsnip peeled and chopped 
140g medium egg noodles 
200g cooked turkey or chicken 
200g frozen peas 
I bunch of spring onions, sliced, white and green parts 

separated. 

 

Boil the carrots and parsnips in the stock until softened. Add 

the noodles and simmer for three minutes. Stir in the turkey, 

peas and white part of the spring onions and cook until 

everything is hot. Scatter with the green part of the onions to 

serve. 

  

    Christmas Fizz 

For a refreshing mocktail (non alcoholic cocktail)              

mix ginger ale with white grape juice and garnish with 

frozen raspberries or strawberries. 

Add cranberry juice for a pink champagne mocktail! 

 

 

Christmas Quiz  
 

1. What is the chemical formula of snow?  

2. US President Franklin Pierce introduced what to White House Christmas tradition in 1856?  

3. Which charity in 1949 was the first to produce a Christmas card?   

4. What red-blooming Christmas plant came originally from Mexico?  

5. Brandy is made from distilling what?  

6. What was Girls Aloud's 2002 UK Christmas number one single?  

7. White Christmas, a cake made of coconut, crisped rice and dried fruit, is popular in which country?  

8. Quaid-e-Azam's Birthday is a 25th December celebration in which country?  

9.  Who is the narrator in the 2000 film The Grinch Who Stole Christmas?  

10.  What was the cyclone named that hit Darwin, Australia, in Christmas 1974?  

11.  Pine needles are said to be a good source of which vitamin?  

12.  Choirboy Peter Auty sang the film version of which song later recorded as a hit record by Aled 

Jones?  

13.  What is the birth sign of people born on 25 December?  

14.  Which poem written by Clement Moore was originally titled A Visit from Saint Nicholas?  

15.  What was the title of the first Christmas TV special Peanuts cartoon?  

16.  Which two states in the US have towns called Christmas?  

17.  What song topped the UK charts at Christmas in 1957 and in a medley 

version in 1978?  

18.  What British spacecraft was lost on Mars at Christmas 2003?  

19.  What did Scottish students take from Westminster Abbey on Christmas 

day 1950?  
20.  Who wrote the songs for the 1954 film White Christmas?  

 

Christmas Crackers! 
 

What do you get when you cross a snowman with a 
vampire? 
Frostbite! 
 
Why does Santa have three gardens? 
So he can 'ho ho ho'! 
 
What do vampires sing on New Year's Eve? 
Auld Fang Syne 
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OUR PERFORMANCE 

Below is a selection of our performance reports for the quarter 1 & 2 for the year 2016/17.  They include 

important information about how we performed in terms of key housing management and maintenance 

services. 

The Scottish Housing Regulator also monitors our performance and an annual report is published by them. 

A more detailed performance report can be found on our website using the link below 

 http://www.lochaberhousing.org.uk/performance.html 

Key performance indicator  Quarter 1  2016/17 Quarter 2 2016/17 

Current Tenant Arrears 3.17% 2.08% 

Former Tenant Arrears 0.94% 0.52% 

Average Time to complete  emergency 

repairs (24 hours) 

4.25 hours 3.42 hours 

Average time to complete standard repairs 

(20 day) 

7.48 days 8.04 days 

Repair orders completed right first time. 95% 97% 

Void Property re-let time  12 days 5 days 

Satisfaction with Maintenance Service 87% 96% 

You may remember that the Association distributed our Tenant Talk publication following our AGM.  Tenants were 

invited to participate in a competition devised to test their knowledge of the Association. We received a number of 

entries and Lorna Schofield from Knoydart was the eventual winner. 

COMPLAINTS 

The Association prides itself in the standard 

we set for our customers and encourage 

tenants to engage with us to rectify 

complaints.  We look at each complaint on its 

own merit and are not afraid to admit when we 

get it wrong.  From 1st April 2016 the  

Association has  dealt with 8 frontline 

complaints and 2 complaints which were 

escalated to investigation. 

All but 1 of these complaints was responded 

to within the Scottish Public Services 

Ombudsman timescales. 

30%

10%

10%10%

10%

30%

Nature of Complaints 
Received 

Grounds Maintenance

Planned Maintenance

Tenant Requests

Standard of Service

Repair Response times

Level of
Communication
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COMING SOON  

YOUR VOICE 
PARTNERSHIP:TENANTS 

TALKING WITH TENANTS 

Arisaig, Morar & Mallaig Residents.  

Your Voice members from Arisaig will 
shortly be introducing drop in 
surgeries in Arisaig. This will 
encourage LHA’s tenants to meet with 
other tenants to help address any 
issues in our properties and help 
foster community spirit.  

 

Keep a look out in your community 
notice boards for the date and time of 
the first drop in surgery. 

 

CLEANING SERVICES 

The LHA Group would like to introduce Mandy Shearer 

our recently appointed Cleaning Operative. 

Some of you will already have met Mandy, who has been 

employed to clean our communal areas. We have had 

lots of positive feedback from tenants who have been 

very complementary about the standard that Mandy is 

achieving. 

Corporate Services Co-ordinator, Jenny MacKay commented “ We are 

delighted to welcome Mandy to our team, she is a very conscientious 

worker with a warm and bubbly personality.  Mandy has worked hard to 

bring the stairwells up to a high standard “. 

Lochaber Housing Association is 

asking our tenants to nominate a 

charity that the organisation can 

support through fundraising in 

2017. 

The Charity can be  locally based 

or national, it can be a charity 

that has supported you or your 

family or simply a charity that you 

think deserves some recognition. 

Contact the Association to tell us 

which charity you would like to 

nominate and why. 

The tenant who 

nominates the 

selected charity will  

receive a £20 gift voucher. 

Please note we can only accept 

nominations for registered 

charities. 

Apprentices  

The LHA Group continues in its commitment to provide modern 

apprenticeship for young people in Lochaber. 

The Association has recently welcomed Lee Groundwater as a 

Housing Management Apprentice. 

LHA Property Services similarly welcomed Angus Anderson, 

Apprentice Painter and Ewen MacColl, Apprentice Joiner. 

Chief Executive, Blair Allan 

said “We are delighted to 

welcome  Ewen, Lee and 

Angus to the LHA Group.  

Our apprenticeship 

programme has assisted to 

date six young people in 

Lochaber on their first steps 

with their careers”. 

PAYING YOUR RENT 

The Association currently has several different ways to pay your rent. 

We are delighted to be able to offer you access to a mobile phone app. 

The App is an excellent tool which allows our tenants to pay their rent 

anytime, anywhere. 

It is simple to download and use and once you record your details the 

information is securely saved.  

Please find enclosed a leaflet offering you further information. 
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS 

 

You will have ready elsewhere in the newsletter that the first homes 

in our revised development programme are now complete with 

families already moved in. 

 

Our development at Heathercroft, Fort William is scheduled for 

completion during the Spring of 2017 and will provide 17 homes for 

rent and 4 for purchase under the LIFT shared equity scheme. 

 

During the Spring of 2017, Strontian will see 3 new homes for rent added to their community. 

 

The joint Highland Council and Lochaber Housing Association development at Belhaven, Fort William  is 

progressing well and is expected to complete in the Summer of 2017.  The development will include 8 flats 

and 5 houses for rent.  

The Association is not resting on our laurels and is committed to building homes in Lochaber with further 

development projects on site next year.  

 

 

 

 

UNIVERSAL CREDIT  

The Department for Work and 
Pensions have advised that from July 
2017 the Fort William Job Centre will 
become live for Universal 
Credit  claimants. 

Currently single people looking for 
work claim Universal Credit (this 
includes their housing costs). Which 
applicants claim instead of housing 
benefit. 

The full service roles out from July 
2017 and will  include families, single 
parents, people with disabilities, those 
who secure jobs with low earnings etc. 

To help you prepare for the 
introduction of Universal Credit you 
should contact your Housing 

Officer as soon as possible. 

TENANTS NEWS 

We asked you, our readers to 
tell us if you were celebrating 
an event and we were 
contacted by Mrs Cameron 
from the Plantation. 

Mrs Cameron is long residing 
tenant of her property in the 
Plantation and has seen many 
changes and improvements to 
the area during this time. 

Mrs Cameron was presented 
with a bouquet of flowers from 
her Housing Officer David 
MacLaren. 

Contact us if you would like us 
to celebrate an event with you. 
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The newsletter is the Association’s way of 

keeping in touch with our tenants.  We value 

your input. 

If you would like to see anything included or 

have any comments or questions relating to 

the newsletter  

contact the Corporate team at  

 101 High Street 

Fort William  

 email info@lochaberhousing.org.uk 

Or telephone  01397 702530 

CONTACT US 

 

TELEPHONE - 01397 702530 

 

EMERGENCY OUT OF HOURS REPAIRS -  0845 038 

0027 

 

EMAIL -   info@lochaberhousing.org.uk  

 

Website - www.lochaberhousing.org.uk 

 

ADDRESS -  LOCHABER HOUSING ASSOCIATION  

      101 HIGH STREET 

        FORT WILLIAM 

       PH33 6DG 

The Association can translate selected documents, including our 

newsletter, into different languages.  To request a translation 

please contact us on 01397 702530. 

Stowarzyszenie może przełożyć wybranych dokumentów, w tym nasz newsletter, w 

różnych językach. Aby poprosić o tłumaczenie prosimy o kontakt na 01397 702530. 

Asociacija gali išversti pasirinktus dokumentus, įskaitant mūsų naujienlaiškį į 

skirtingas kalbas. Norėdami prašyti vertimo prašome kreiptis į mus dėl 01397 702530. 

ESTATE MANAGEMENT  

The Association has reviewed the way in which it will deliver landscape maintenance services from next 

year.   

It has been increasingly difficult to engage local contractors to do this work and, with no larger local 

landscape contractor available, the Board decided that it was too risky to carry on with the current 

arrangements. So, we have made the decision to bring this service in-house to join the other services that we 

provide through our subsidiary building maintenance company, LHA Property Services. 

The advantages in bringing the landscape maintenance in-house are it gives us a greater control of costs, 

brings a continuity of service  without the need for tendering annually, allows us to deliver with no VAT 

charges for the  service, brings greater management control with dedicated  supervision of work, and 

provides local employment and training opportunities for young local people.   

In addition, we will be able to dedicate increased resources to bring improvement works to landscaped areas 

during the winter months. We will be able to deliver all this with no increase in charges in the coming year.   


